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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let L denote the differential operator L = (d/&j* + q(x) on the interval 
-cc < x < 00, where p(x) is a continuous function, Q(X) = 0, x ,< 0. 
Assume that L determines a self-adjoint operator H on &(-co, CO) whose 
continuous spectrum is on the interval [0, CO) and let Q&y) denote the 
kernel of the operator (WC - 1) rh u ere WC is the continuous part of the 
weight operator corresponding to H. Then for x > 0, -x < y < x, 
QC(x, y) may be represented as the real part of a contour integral 
Q, = l/rr Re [fsl(s) exp(---isx - isy) +fsz(s) exp(sx (1.1) T4 
where the integration is carried out in the counter-clockwise direction 
along T4 the boundary of S, , the third quadrant of the complex s-plane. 
For other values of x, y QC(x, y) = 0. The functions faj(s), j = 1,2 are 
related to the spectral density matrix corresponding to H. The inverse 
problem is the problem of determining the function a(x) when the functions 
fsi(s), j = 1,2 are given. The object of this paper is to obtain solutions of 
this problem in a closed form provided that fsi(s), j = 1,2 are rational 
functions satisfying certain conditions which are stated in section 3. The 
results are generalizations of those obtained by Kay and Sims for second 
order differential operators [2], 171. I% ‘e make use of results of SahnoviE 
concerning the inverse problem for differential operators of order n > 2 
on the interval [0, co), see [5, 61. 
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2. DEFINITIONS AKD PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
It will be assumed that q(x) is a continuous function on (-co, co), q(x) = 0, 
x < 0, and q(x) E Ps(-co, co). Also we shall suppose that the formal 
differential operator L = (d/&)4 + q(x) determines a self-adjoint operator H 
on 9a(--cc, co). The domain of H, denoted by 9(H), consists of those 
functions U(X) in Pa(-co, co) such that Z&)(X) are continuous, j = 0, 1,2, 
-co < x < oo, U(~)(X) is absolutely continuous in every bounded sub- 
interval of (-60, co), and Lu E .9&m, co). The values of H are given 
by Hu = Lu for u E 9(H). In g eneral H has a continuous spectrum on 
[0, co) and point spectrum on the negative real axis. It will be assumed 
throughout that H has a purely continuous spectrum. We shall employ 
interchangeably complex variables h, s where h = reis, s = r114 exp(i0/4), 
Y 3 0, 0 < 0 < 27r. Define functions SjO(X, h), j = 1, 2, 3, 4, by si” = e-irx, 
s2 0 = esz , s30 = eiss , s40 = e-sx. These functions form a fundamental set 
of solutions of the equation (d/dx)” y = Xy, --00 < x < co. Let si(x, X), 
j = 1, 2, 3,4, denote a fundamental set of solutions of the equation Ly = Ay 
such that sj = sjO, x < 0, j = 1,2, 3,4. according to the general theory 
of ordinary differential operators there exist functionsfjk(/\), j, k = 1,2, 3,4 
with the property that if ecli(x, /1) = Ci,ifik(h) sk(x, X), j = 1,2, 3,4 then 
“l,%~dP2(-~~?01, w3, w4 E 9a[O, co), Im h f 0[3,4]. Green’s function 
corresponding to the operator L is in general given by G(x, y, h) = 
x;,k=l Mjyx) Sj(X, A) s,(y, A) f or x > y, with the variables x, y interchanged 
when x < y, where &P(h) = CE=, CiC3F(ol, p)&jf%” and F(ol, p) is the 
inverse of the matrix For , wa](O), a, /3 = 1, 2, 3,4. Here [u, C](X) is the 
bilinear boundary form associated with Lo = (d/d~)~ 
[u, w](x) = (u’“‘(x) w(O)(x) - u(*)(x) w(l)(x) + dl)(x) w@)(x) - u(O)(x) W’“‘(X)). 
The Green’s function corresponding to the differential operator Lo = (d/d~)~ 
may be calculated explicitly. For x > y 
Q(x, Y, 4 = U/45-3)(~30(-% 4 SlO(Y, 4 - s4O@, 4 Q(Y, 4) (2-l) 
with variables x, y interchanged y > x. We shall assume that the functions 
fjk are normalized in such a way that w~(x, h), j = 1,2, 3,4 are solutions 
of the equations 
Wj(X, A) = SjO(Xt A) - I9 G’(x, y, A) q(y) Wj(y, A) dy, j = 1,2,3,4. (2.2) 
‘0 
Employing (2.2) it follows that fi* = S(j, k), K = 3,4, j = 1, 2, 3,4 and 
forj = 1,2,3,4 
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f5w = u 1) + (-i/@) 1-y W,(YY 4 Q(Y) GYY, A) dY 
f,2(4 = Q, 2) + (l/4-+9 1,” WAY, 4 4(y) sIo(Y, 4 d.. 
(2.3) 
Moreover using (2.1), (2.2), f 0; real s, Q(k) = fz(s), f,s(is) =f;(s), 
f31(s) =f42(is), f?(s) =fpl(is). Th e f unctions fjk normalized in the manner 
stated above will be called generalized reflection coefficients. They are 
generalizations of the reflection coefficients which occur in the theory of 
the inverse problems for second order differential operators [I, 21. The 
Green’s function G(x, y, A) corresponding to the normalized functions fik is 
G(x, Y, 4 = tW)tiws(x, 4 sdy, 4 - w4(x, 4 s~(Y, 4), x 2 Y (2.4) 
with variables X, y interchanged if x < y. In general, Lagrange’s identity 
states that 
s : {(Lu) w - u(L0)) dx= [u, w](x) - [u, w](O). (2.5) 
By (2.3), (2.5) the functions fsj(s), j = 1,2 may be computed in terms of 
sj(x, A), sio(x, A), j = 1, 2, 3,4. The formulas are 
The spectral density matrix corresponding to the operator H is given in 
terms of kP(A) by 
P,~(Z) = lii (l/24 s:+ {Mjk(Z + B) - Nk(Z + 3)) dl (2.7) 
where iVjk is the matrix defined in terms of Mjk by means of the identity 
xj,k i@jk(h) ijik = xj,k W(X) SjSk . Let the self-adjoint operator determined 
by Lo = (d/dx)4 be denoted by Ho and let pyk(Z) be the corresponding spectral 
density matrix. This matrix may be computed from (2.1), (2.7). Let B be 
the region in the x, y $ane such that x > 0, -x < y < x, and let aB 
denote the boundary of this region. Then the kernel QC(x, y) of the operator 
(IV, - l), where WC is the continuous part of the weight operator, is formally 
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with ~~~(1) = pjk(l) - &(Z), (x, y) E B U aB and C&(X, y) = 0, for (x, y) 
outside B u 2B, see [I]. Introducing the variables in place of X and employing 
(2.4), (2.7), (2.8) the kernel sZC(x, y) may be written, as asserted in Section 1, 
sZc(x, y) = (I$) Re Is, [f:(s) e-isz-is’ +f,‘(s) esz-is~] &I (2.9) 
for (x, y) E B u aB where T,, is the contour defined in Section 1. 
We shall use the notation C”(B) to denote functions which have continuous 
mixed partial derivatives up to nth order in B and C”(B U aB) to denote 
functions with continuous mixed partial derivatives up to n-th order in B 
which approach continuous limits along the boundary 2B of B. 
The Gelfand-Levitan-Sahnovii: procedure for solving the inverse 
problem is in general to solve the Gelfand-Levitan integral equation 
k(x, y) + Q,(X,Y) + sz k(%Y,) Qc(Y, ,Y) dY1 = 09 (x, Y) E B (2-W 
-z 
for the function k(~, y). Then the function q(x) is determined from K(x, y) 
by the formula [5,6] 
d-4 = -wwww42k I,=,)* (2.11) 
We now state and prove a lemma and a theorem which are modifications 
of corresponding results of SahnoviC: [.5]. The modification consists of 
changes in the left hand boundary conditions. This is required because 
SahnoviE considered operators on the space ga[O, 00) (or .!Zs[O, 11) while 
we wish to deal with operators over gr(--co, 00). 
LEMMA 1 (SahnoviE). Let k(x, y) be a function such that k E C4(B), 
k E C3(B u %B) and for (x, y) on SB 
(a/iTy)j k Irzfs = 0, j = 0, 1 
(VYY k Liz = 
(2.12) 
Then, on aB, k(x, y) also satisfies 
(Wxx>j (WY)” k lyax = 0, O<j+t<l, 
(WX)~ k iysfy - (Wy)2 K &,A = 0, (2.13) 
2(wq k IZ~iY -f WY>WW~ k Iv-hr f (WY)” k Lis f qkkx) = 0. 
Proof. For y = +x Eqs. (2.13) have been derived by Sahnovi~ from 
the y = +x part of (2.12). The case y = --CC may be reduced to the case 
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y = +zbya h c ange of variables. Let h(x, T) = k(x, -T). Then the function 
h(x, 7) satisfies 
(+%)’ h L-f2 = 0, j = 0, 1, 
ww2 h I+=+z = (l/4) /:‘q(-t) dt. 
(2.14) 
This implies by what was said above 
(2/2x)j (a/a+ h IT=+z = 0, 0 ,< j + t < 1, 
(Wx)” h L-+2 - (w4” h ITSf2 = 0, (2.15) 
X2/2@ h L+x f (a/aT)(a/2x)2 h Ir=+r + (a/a+ h 17=+z - q(--x) = 0. 
Since (a/ax)j(a/aT)‘h Ir=+r = (2/2x)j(2/2y)% I,=-,(-l)t Eqs. (2.13) with y = 
--x follow from (2.15). 
THEOREM 1 (SahnoviE). Let k(x, y) be a function swh that K E Cd(B), 
k E P(B u 2B), 
(2/2x)% - (2/2y)% = -q(x) K, (x,Y)EB (2.16) 
andfor (x, y) E 2B 
(W>j k lw&! =a j = 0, 1, 
(2/2~)~ k Ivxh = (-l/4) I’” q(t) dt. 
0 
(2.17) 
Let k(x, y) = 0 for (x, y) outside B U 2B. Then the functions s+(x, A), j = 
1,2,3,4 defined for --CO < x < co by 
Sj(Xs A) = SjO(X> A) + 1” k(X, Y) SjO(Y, A) dY, j= 1,2,3,4 (2.18) 
--2 
are a fundamental set of solutions of Ly = Ay such that sj = sjo, -co < x < 0, 
j = 1, 2, 3,4. 
Proof. By Lemma 1 conditions (2.17) imply conditions (2.13). Employing 
(2.5), (2.13) for x > 0, 
(L - 4 1’ 4~s~) Q’(Y, 3 dr 
= (&~XKVJ42 k I,-+,> Gk 41 + WW3 k I,-+,) sjo(x, A) 
+ P(x,y)s s?(Y, UY = +4 - [4x, ~1, +‘(Y, MY = -x) 
+ /=+ (WX)~ - (2/2~)~ + q(x)) k(x, YN V’(Y, 4 dy, (2.19) 
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Next by (2.13), (2.16), (2.17) 
(L -4 sz 4% Y)SjO(Y, A) 4
= -a&> $3 A) + ((wqk !,=+,)wq sio(x, A))+ ((qq3k I,=+,) V(%4 
+ WY,)“k I,=+,) S?(X> 4 - ((wY)2 k l,=+&44 sjo(x, A)) 
+ ((+W k l,~+,)((4d~)2 sjO(x, 4) -((WY)~ k l,=+,)((4d~)~ sjo(x, 4) 
= -q(x) sF(x, A). (2.20) 
By (2.18), (2.20) Lsj = Asj , j = 1, 2, 3,4, for x > 0. Conditions (2.13), 
(2.17) imply 
(d/W j-’ k(x, y) sj“(y, 4 dy Lo = 0, k = 0, 1,2,3,j = 1,2,3,4 (2.21) 
-a! 
and therefore sj(x, A), j = 1,2,3,4 have the properties stated in the con- 
clusion of the theorem. 
We conclude this section with a lemma concerning’ Fourier transforms: 
LEMMA 2. Let F,(s) be a polynomial of degree r with simple roots at s = I, , 
” = l,..., T in the lower half of the complejc s-plane and let G,(s) be a second 
degree polynomial whose coeficients agree with the first three coeficients of 
F,(s). Then the integral 
cn G,(S) p(x) = f--me -is% h (2.22) 
exists for x >, 0, has derivatives up to rth order, and 
(d/&)fP(x)lSCo = $(j, r - 3), j = 0, l,..., r - 1 (2.23) 
where 
y = -(-iy2n. (2.24) 
Proof. Since P(X) is equal to (2ti) times the sum of the residues of 
~-GWIFIW) e-*szl at the zeros of FI(s), it follows that P(X) E 0(-B), 
P(x) E fP1(B u EU3), x > 0. For j = 0, l,..., r - 4, 
(d,Mx)j P(x) = /:a (-is)j (GI(s)/FI(s)) e-lsz a?. (2.25) 
In particular 
(d/&P4 P(X) = (-i)’ 11, P4(G,(s)iF;(~)) e-$*x & (2.26) 
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Let H,(s) be a polynomial of degree (7 - 3) such that ~‘-~Gi(s) = 
F,(s) - H,(s). Integrating the right side of (2.26) by parts yields 
(i)’ (d/dx)‘-* P(X) = jrm ( l/s2)( 1 - (H,(s),%&))) e-180 d.~
ZZ (-ix) I:, (l,‘s)( 1 - (H,(s) F,(s))) e-isr ds 
- 
s 
m (l,h)((d/ds)(H,(s),F,(s))) e-isx ds 
-m 
= --TX + (ix) Irn (H,(s),!sF,(s)) eciss ds 
-m 
em - J ( l/s)((d/ds)(HI(s),‘F~(~))) e-iss ds. (2.27) -02 
Higher order derivatives of P(X) are given by 
(i)’ (d/dx)j P(x) = &(j, r - 3) 
+ Irn (ala~)i-‘+*((~)(H,isF,) - (I;s)((d/a5)(HI.FI))) episz ds, (2.28) 
--m 
j = I - 3, I - 2, Y - 1. In order to evaluate the derivatives (d/dx>iP(x), 
j = 0, I,..., Y - 1 given by (2.25), (2.28) t a x = 0 consider these integrals 
with x < 0. Since the degree of H,(s) is (Y - 3) and the degree of F,(s) 
is Y, these integrals may be evaluated by deforming the path of integration 
to be along a large circle in the upper half of the s-plane. The integrals 
are equal to (2Ri) times the sum of the residues of the integrands in the 
upper half plane. The zeros of F,(s) are by hypothesis in the lower half plane. 
Therefore (d/dx)jP(x)l,.O = -(--i)z&(i, Y - 3), j = 0, l,..., Y - 1 and 
(2.23) holds with y given by (2.24). 
3. RATIONAL REFLECTION COEFFICIENTS 
In Section 2 reflection coefficients fik(s), j, k = 1,2, 3, 4 were defined 
corresponding to the differential operator L = (d/dx)* + CJ(.X) and also 
the function a,(~, y) was defined. This function is determined if fal(s), 
&*(s) are given in S, , the third quadrant of the complex s-plane and on 
its boundary T4 . In Section 4 it is shown that the inverse problem may be 
solved in a closed form whenfsj(s), j = 1,2 are rational functions subjected 
to the following five conditions: 
(i) fal(s) has a finite number of simple poles at Y, , v = I, 2,...,p in 
S, with residues a, , v = 1,2 ,..., p and an odd number of simple poles at Y, , 
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v = p + l,..., 4 on the negative complex axis, s = -iy, 0 < y < +co, 
with corresponding residues 2a, , v = p + l,..., q, p + q = Y > 5, such 
that zy , v = 1, 2 ,..., 4 satisfy 
Re 1 i 2i(--ir,)j a,,/ = &(j, Y - 3), j = 0, l,..., Y - 1. (3.1) 
u=l 
(ii) fa2(s) is regular in S, . 
(iii) f2i(s) = o(l), 1 s 1 -+ +cq s on T4 , j = 1, 2. 
(iv) faj(s) = 0(1/l s I), 1 s 1 + +c0, sin S, , j = 1, 2. 
(v) For s real positive Re{if,l(--is)} > 0 and for s real 1 fal(s)I < 1. 
Assumptions (i), (ii), (iii), (iv) insure that the function QC(x, y) may be 
determined in terms off,j(s), j = 1, 2 by the method of residues as is shown 
below. The condition stated in Eq. (3.1) is equivalent to the requirement 
that (~!?/iy)js),(x,y)l,,-, = &(j, Y - 3), j = 0, l,..., Y - 1. This will be 
shown in Theorems 2 and 3. The vanishing of the jth partial derivatives 
of QC(x, y) at y = -x, j = 0, 1, is a necessary condition for the solution 
of the inverse problem by the integral equation method. -4ssumption (v) 
insures uniqueness of the solution of the inverse problem as will be shown 
in Theorem 4 below. The condition that fsl(s) has an odd number of pure 
imaginary poles is made for computational convenience. 
This section is devoted to deriving properties of the functions s2Jx, y), 
K(x, y) when assumptions (i),..., (v) are satisfied and when k(x, y) is the 
solution of (2.10). Let F(s) be the polynomial of degree Y given by 
F(s) = fi (s + iYj)(S - iFj) fi (s + iYj) 
j=l j=P+l 
(3.2) 
and let G(s) = c0s2 + crs + c2 be a second degree polynomial whose coeffi- 
cients c ,, , c, , c2 agree with the first three coefficients of F(s) given by (3.2). 
THEOREM 2. If fSys), j = 1, 2 satisfy properties (i), (ii), (iii), (iv), then 
for (x, y) E B u aB the function QC(x, y) is given by the formula 
9, = Re 1 i (2i) a, exp( -ir,(x + y))l (3.3) 
and satis$es the conditions 
WWY) Qo(x, Y) = 0, (x, Y) E B> (3.4) 
(WyW2, lv---o = aS(j, y - 3), j = 0, l,..., r - 1. (3.5) 
Proof. By assumptions (i), (ii), (iii), (iv) the integral appearing in (2.9) 
is equal to the sum of the residues of 2i(fal(s) exp( -isx -isy)} at s = r. , 
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Y = l,...,pand(+i)t imes the sum of the residues at s = r, , v = p + l,..., 4. 
This leads to (3.3). (3.4) follows from (3.3). Condition (3.5) is by assumption 
(i) and (3.3). 
It is shown in the next theorem that the function Q(x, y) may be defined 
in terms of the polynomialsF(s), G(s) without reference to the constants a, : 
THEOREM 3. Zffaj(s), j = 1, 2 sati& assumptions (i), (ii), (iii), (iv) then, 
fog (x, y) E B u aB, fS1(s) = (olG( -is)/F( -is)) and 
Sz, = (-1/2~) Irn (aG( --is)F(-is)) exp( -is(x + y)) ds. (3.6) 
--a? 
Proof. For (x, y) E B u aB the integral (3.6) is the sum of the residues 
of {&(G( --is)/F( -is)) exp( -is(x + y))} in the lower half of the complex 
s-plane: 
with 
.Qc=Re i(2) 
I y51 2 a, exp(-iO + rN/ (3.7) 
a, = ior(G( -irJF’( -ir,)), v = 1,...,p, 
a, = +ioL(G( -ir,),F’(-ir,)), v = p + l,..., q. 
(3.8) 
Next define B(x), x > 0, to be B(x) = J&(X, 0). SinceF(--is) is a polynomial 
of degree Y with zeros in the lower half plane and G(--is) is a polynomial 
of second degree whose first three coefficients agree with those of F(-is) 
except for a factor (-i)‘-“, we may apply Lemma 2 to B(x) with G,(s) = 
(-i)t-*G( -is), F,(s) = F( -zk), to obtain 
(a/ay)Q?,(x,y)Iv=-z = (d/dx)iB(x)lzpo = &(j, Y - 3), j = 0, l,..., I - 1 (3.9) 
Therefore (3.5) is valid. By (3.7), (3.9) it is seen that the residues a,, 
v = l,..., 4 satisfy (3.1). Since for given Y, , v = l,..., q the residues a,, 
v=l ,..., q are uniquely determined it follows that In,(x,y) given by (3.6) 
coincides with Qc(x, y) given by (3.3). 
THEOREM 4. Let f$‘(s), j = 1, 2 satisfy properties (i), (ii), (iii), (iv), (v) 
and let j(x, y) be u function sd that j E C(B), j(x, y) = 0 f-w (x, y) not in 
B u aB, and 
Ax, Y)+ 1’ Ax, n) -%(Y~ , Y) dh = 0, 
--Y 
(3.10) 
for (x, y) E B u aB. Thm j(x, y) = 0, (x, y) E B. 
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Proof. Referring to (2.8) we may write, for (x, y) E B U aB, 
2 
where X = I+ W. Also 
since the integral appearing on the right side of (3.12) is the spectral measure 
corresponding to the operator LO = (d/d.~)~, see [4]. Combining (3.1 l), (3.12) 
1.i.m. lim ‘N-m bO+ 
+ c (I-” sj” (Yl, Mx9 YJ dY,) sp(Y, 4 4fkV) = 0. (3.13) 
j.k -2 I 
Now multiplying both sides of (3.13) by j&y,) and integrating from -y 
to x one obtains 
X (j”, sko(YZ , x)j(x, yz) &%) dfik(z) 
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where we have used the orthogonality property of the spectral measure. 
The integral which appears in the last bracket in (3.14) may be made explicit 
using (2.9) in place of (2.8). One obtains 
N 
0 sio(x, 4 Sk0(Y9 4 &kW 0 i.k 
= Re /(l/n) ,y (fal(s) +Qz+y) + eis(s-g) + if31(--is) eso!+v)) Al (3.15) 
with IV1 = N114. By (3.15) formula (3.14) may be written 
X (/: (@s + f2(s) e-i*us) jb, yJ dup) 0% 
(compare Kay [2]). By (3.16) and assumptions (i), (v), r+ e-(sYlj(x, yJ & = 0 
for (x, r) E B and almost all real positive s. Therefore j(.z, y) = 0 for (x, y) E B. 
THEOREM 5. Let f3j(s), j = 1, 2 satisfy assumptions (i), (ii), (iii), (iv), (v) 
and let k(x, y) be a function suck that k E F(B), k E C*(B u aB), 
(a/*u)jh Iyez = -aS(j, r - 3), j = 0, l,..., r - 1 - (3.17) 
andfor (x, Y) E B 
Then 
4% Y) + Q&2 Y) + 1’ 4% xl %(Y,* Y) @l = 0. (3.18) 
Y 
and 
(WVk - WY)*k = --4(4 A@, Y), (x, Y) E B (3.19) 
(i?/ay)5 k~l,,*:, = 0, j =-0, 1, -- (3.20) 
(a/a#k Iv& = - ; j; q(t) dt. (3.21) 
Proof. By (3.5), (3.8) for j z-0, l,..., r - 3 
WV k(% Y) = -ww J-4(X! Y) - J5 k(% YlP/ay)’ Qc(Y1 9 r> 4Yl --Y 
(3.22) 
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and 
2/2y)r--2 k = (2/2y)r-2 i-&(x, y) - a+, -y) 
2 - s 4% Yl)(~l~Y)r-2 Qc(Y1 9 Y) dY1 --Y 
(a/$$--l k = -(2/2y’r)‘-’ Q&s y) - @Py) k(x, -Y) 
s ’ 
- 4x, YI)FV~Y)C-~ WY, , Y> ~YI - (3.23) 
--Y 
Using (3.5), (3.17), (3.22), (3.23) since (2/2y) k(x, -y) = -(2/2t) k(x, t)lt,+, 
(2/2~)r-~ k(x, y)ly,+. = -k(x, x) OL = 0, 
(WW1 k(x, r)l,x-, = -W> k(x, %.+, = 0. 
(3.24) 
This shows that (3.20) is valid. If we assume that q(x) is defined by (3.21), 
then by (3.17), (3.24) the hypothesis of Lemma 1 is satisfied and conclusion 
(2.13) of Lemma 1 holds. Next by (2.13), (39, (3.18) 
= -&q(x) Q,(x,Y) + @/W2 k !,=A(W4 Q&>Y>) + ((VW k I,=,) Q,(x,Y) 
- 
s x WW4 k(x, ~1)) %(Y, , Y) ~YI . 
(3.25) 
-3 
By (2.5), (3.5), (3.17), Lemma 1 
(2/2~)~ 11, k(x, ~1) Q,(Y, 3 Y) dy, = 1’ 4, YIP/~YI)~ %(YI 3 Y) ~YI 
--?I 
= k(x, 4WW” f-&(x, Y) - (WY> k I,-,W/W2 f&k Y) 
+ WaY)2 k !,=XW4 Qca,(x, Y)) - WW’ k I,-,) Qc(x, Y) 
+ I”, @/?h)” 4 %Yl 9 Y) dY1 
= ((2/@~~ k I,qWW4 f-J&> Y)) - W?d” k h-3 Qc(x, Y> 
(3.26) 
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Employing (3.25), (3.26), Lemma 1, for (x, y) E B 
(3.27) 
We see that ({(a/ax)” - (a/@)4 + q(x)} k(x, y)) satisfies a homogeneous 
integral equation of the form (3.10). Therefore by Theorem 4, (3.19) holds 
for (x, y) E B. 
4. THE INVERSE PROBLEM 
Employing Theorems 1-5 we shall obtain a solution of the inverse problem 
in closed form for the case of rational reflection coefficients f&), j = I,2 
satisfying assumptions (i), (ii), (iii), (iv), (v) provided that the constant OL 
which appears in assumption (i) is sufficiently small. 
THEOREM 6. Let fJ(s), j = I,2 be rational rejection coeficients which 
satisfy properties (i), (ii), (iii), (iv), (v) and suppose (Y is so small that the 
poZynomiaZ F(s) F( -s) - a2G(s) G( -s) has distinct roots p, , pa ,..., p,, such 
that Re(pj) > 0, j = l,..., Y and pj+r = -pi , j = l,..., Y. Then the function 
q(x) which is the solution of the inverse problem is given expZicitZy by 
q(x) = - f (dldx) (El C!“b> exp(+Pd) (4.1) 
where C,+,.(X) = E&j(x), Ej = -(F(pj)/~lG(p,)), j = 1,2,..., Y and C,(x), 
j = 1, 2,..., Y are solutions of the system of equations 
$ C,(x)(pJj (e-“P f E,(-1)3 eP+) = -&(j, Y - 3),j = 0, l,..., Y - 1. 
(4.2) 
Proof. Assume that k(x, y) is the solution of the Gelfand-Levitan 
equation (2.10). Employing (3.4), (3.22), (3.23) it follows that 
W/S) k(x, Y) = -@WY) k(x, -Y), (x, Y) E B. (4.3) 
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By (2.10) K(x, -y) satisfies 
k(x, -Y> + J-&(X, -Y) + I*: MS, rd Q,(Y, 3 -Y) dy, = 0, (~3 Y) E B. (4.4) 
Y 
From (3.4), (3.22), (3.23) 
‘F( --a/@) k(x, -y) = -aG( -@y) k(x, y)r. 
Combining (4.3), (4.5) 
WWY)~~ --WY) - ~“WWY) G(-WY)) 4x, Y) 
The solution of.Eq. (4.6) has the form 
k(x, y) = F C,(x) ep,Y 
L-1 
wherep, , v = l,..., 2r are the 2r roots of the polynomial 
F(s) F( -s) - a2G(s) G(-s). 
(4.5) 
0. (4.6) 
(4.7) 
(4.8) 
By hypothesis these may be ordered such that Re(pJ > 0, j = 1,2,..., r 
and pj+r = -pj , j = 1, 2 ,..., Y. If Cj(x), j = r + l,,.., 2r are defined by 
Cj+r = EjCj , j = l,..., T where E* = -(F(p,)/&(p,)) then. k&y) satisfies 
(4.3), (4.5). The function k(x, y) must satisfy the condition 
(l@y)jk ly=--o = -aS(j, Y -3), j = 0, l,..., r - 1 (4.9) 
by (3.5), (3.18) (cf. formulas (3.20), (3.21)). The conditiorr(4.9) is satisfied 
if Cj(x), j = l,..+, Y are chosen to be the unique solutions of (4.2). 
By Theorem 4 the homogeneous equation corresponding to the G&and- 
Levitan equation has only the zero solution so that the function 
k(x, y) = 5 C,(x) epvv 
YE1 
is the unique solution of the Gelfand-Levitan equation far (x,_y} E B+ 
By (4.9) and Theorem 5 the function k(x, y) satisfies (3.19), (3.20), (3.21). 
According to (3.21) the function Q(X) corresponding to k(x, y) is given by (4J) * 
The proof is complete if we verify that starting with q(s) de&red bY 
(4.1) one obtains the same reflection coefficient fsl as was given initially 
and that f2a satisfies assumptions (ii), (iii), (iv). By Theorem 1 and (3.19), 
(3.20), (3.21) the functions 
(4.10) 
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j- =‘l, 2, 3,4 a re a fundamental set of solutions of Ly = Ay. Set SjO(X, h) 
exp(cjsx>, j = 1,2,3,4 where cr = -i, c2 = 1, es = i, Q = --I. By (4.2) 
E(x) - D, exp( -p&, v = 1 ,..., r, x---f + 03, where D, satisfy 
i I&&(-p,)j = -&(j, r - 3), j = 0, l,..., r - 1 
v=l 
and also 
These relations imply by (4.10) 
as x + + co, j = 1,2, 3,4. Employing (2.6) the reflection coefficients 
may be computed from (4.11) 
(4.12) 
f3”(s) = 0. (4.13) 
By (4.?3)~ss(~,e(sjrsatisfks properties (ii), (iii), (iv). Write the reflections coeffi- 
cientfsl(s) given by (4.12) in the form 
Consider the denominator of (4.14). It will be shown that 
p1 (is - Pk) - g1 ? 0; (is - Pk) = F(-@ (4.15) 
Setting s = -ipy , v = l,..., r (4.15) is seen to be equivalent to 
--D, kfi; (PY -PA = F(-P,), v = I,..., r (4.16) 
and (4.16) is valid if and only if 
tl (.-pJf- (+ -9) E,/ fi (P, - Pk$ = c4i9 r - 3), 
c k=l 
(4.17) 
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j = 0, l,..., Y - 1 since D, , v = l,..., r satisfies such a system of equations. 
To establish (4.17) define B(x), x > 0 by 
where 
B(X) = (-1/27r) ja (aG(--i~)/H(-ti)) e-is2 ds 
--m 
(4.18) 
fw = Ii (s + Pk). k-l 
Since N(s) H(-s) = F(s)F(-s) - ar2G(s) G( -s) it follows that H(s) is a 
polynomial of degree I whose first three coefficients agree with the first 
three coefficients of F(S). Also the roots of H(---is) lie in the lower half of 
the complex s-plane. Choosing G,(s) = G(--is), F,(s) = H(--is) we may 
apply Lemma 2 to obtain 
(d/dx)jB(x)]z,o = aS(j, r - 3), j = 0, l,..., Y - 1. (4.19) 
On the other hand W(x), j = 0, I,..., T - 1 are equal to the sum of the 
residues of {i(-is)i(aG(---is)/@-+)) e-lsx} at s = -& , v = l,..., Y: 
V/‘d4j &%=o = - i (-10 (c+p.,/fi’ (py - p,,), 
v=l k=l 
= il (-Iv (WVP”)/k (P” -PA), j = 0, 1 I...> r - 1 
k=l 
(4.20) 
from which (4.17) follows. Next we show 
Again setting s = -& , v = l,..., r, (4.21) is equivalent to 
(4.21) 
(4.22) 
which is a consequence of (4.16). By (4.15), (4.21) the reflection coefficient 
given by (4.14) is equal to (orG(---is)/F(--is)). In view of Theorem 3 this 
implies that the reflection coefficient given by (4.14) coincides with the 
reflection coefficient given initially. 
Theorem 6 has been proved for the case that the rational reflection 
coefficients have simple poles in the third quadrant of the complex s-plane 
and along the negative imaginary axis (assumption (i)). The results may be 
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extended to the case of multiple poles by a limiting procedure in which 
several poles are made to approach one another. In constructing examples 
of functions Q(s), j = 1,2 which satisfy assumptions (i),..., (v) the simplest 
procedure is the following: Choosefs*(s) = 0 (which is consistent with (4.13)). 
Choose fs’(s) to be of the form fs’(s) = (orG( --is)/F(--is)) where G(s), F(s) 
are polynomials of the form discussed in Section 2 with the additional 
property that G( --is)/F( - is is real for real s. Then, as shown in Theorem 3, ) 
the functionfsl satisfies assumption (i). Assumptions (ii), (iii), (iv) are clearly 
satisfied. By choosing OL sufficiently small one may insure that jfsl(s)l < 1 
for real s and since Re{ifl( -is)} = 0 for real s assumption (v) is satisfied. 
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